
HPC Meeting Minutes for December 8th , 2020 

Meeting called to order via tele-conference at 6pm. 

Joe Ellingson, Cathy Kouchich & 1 guest were present. 

Minutes from the Nov 12,2020 meeting were read & approved by Joe. 

There was an inquiry from Thomas Hoffman of Braden Construction regarding window replacements at 

the John Junek residence at 28589 Lake St.  He wanted to know if there were any requirements to be 

met with the HPC for the project.  Informed him that no HPC approval was needed. 

Old Business: 

Continued discussion of historic boundary redefinition .  After much research I am not able to locate any 

documents going beyond the 1991 HPC minutes, so there is no evidence that the TB approved that 

survey.  Regardless, there have been some boundary changes since that time anyway so we will have to 

redo the entire survey which will require obtaining a grant.  The first step needed is to hold a public 

meeting.  Due to COVID restrictions this will have to wait. 

New Business: 

Update on Valhalla Park restoration: 

  Upon my inquiry to SHPO regarding locust trees in the park in close proximity to Locust Lodge being 

considered as legacy trees, SHPO, who I learned has greater authority over the DNR in historic district 

projects, was able to direct the DNR to tell NRP to halt cutting until the area was reviewed and 

appropriate trees to be kept were identified and marked by a licensed arborist. 

  There was discussion as to my authority to call SHPO without approval at previous HPC meetings. 

  Ann Nibbe from Lake City called regarding restoration of a plaque monument in Staehli Park.  She has 

been in contact with a DOT person who does sign restoration.  She asked to have permission to add FT 

HP endorsement for support of the project in a letter to the DOT.  I agreed. 

  Discussed reaching out to the community to acquire more members on HPC.  Mentioned that members 

do not have to live within the historic district to qualify. 

Meeting was adjourned at 6:30. 

 

Respectfully submitted by Cathy Kouchich, HPC chair 

 

 


